WAND eCommerce Taxonomy
Product Summary
The WAND eCommerce taxonomy comprises more than 39,000 product categories and more
than 5,000 service categories, each with its own attribute and attribute value template. To get
started, WAND will take the client’s existing SKUs and categorize each to the WAND eCommerce
taxonomy. This will identify the sub-set of categories that are relevant for the customer. Once the
relevant categories have been identified, the client can access WAND taxonomy tools to audit
and customize each attribute template and re-label attributes, hide attributes, reorder
attributes, designate required fields, and create custom attributes.
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After the templates have been customized, WAND will deliver the final taxonomy categories in
an electronic data format that can be imported into the client’s ecommerce content
management system where the client can immediately begin to add standardized attributes to
its products.

Value Proposition
Normalized and detailed attribute-level product data can be a major competitive advantage
for an ecommerce site. Great search requires strong product data. Standardized attribute
level data enables important site feature such as left hand search refiners, product specification
display, and product comparison.
Unfortunately, data that retailers receive on products does not conform to any standard, so a
retailer needs to do some work to normalize the data. Retailers invest in systems to manage
product data, but those systems still need a way to organize product data. Capturing detailed
and normalized attribute level data requires taxonomy with standardized templates for
attributes and attribute values.
The WAND eCommerce Taxonomy jumpstarts the creation of standardized attribute templates
across an ecommerce retailer’s product catalog.
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Glossary
Taxonomy: A hierarchical set of categories into which products are categorized for
catalog search and navigation purposes.
Attribute: An Attribute is a question that we may ask about a product in a certain
category. An example of an attribute for a Laptop Computer would be Screen Size,
Brand, or Processor Type.
Attribute Values: An Attribute-value is a specification for a specific product and answers
the question about the SKU that the attribute is asking. An example of an attributevalue for a Laptop Computer would be 17”, Toshiba, or intel Core i5
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